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FINITE DIMENSIONAL TORSION FREE RINGS

THOMAS J. CHEATHAM

In the class of rings with zero singular left ideal, several
characterizations of rings with finite left Goldie dimension
are given. They include: the direct limit of torsion free
modules is torsion free; the direct limit of torsion free injec-
tive modules is injective; each absolutely pure torsion free
module is injective; each module has a unique (up to isomor-
phism) torsion free covering module. The latter result gives
a converse, in a special case, to a theorem of Mark Teply.

Throughout, R will denote an associative ring with identity and
module, without further qualification, will mean unitary left R-
module. For a module E, we use S^'E to denote that S is a
large submodule of E[4, p. 60]; Z{E) will denote the singular sub-
module of E, which consists of those elements in E whose annihilators
are large left ideals in R.

DEFINITION 1. A module E is torsion free if Z(E) = (0) and if
Z(R) — (0) we say R is a torsion free ring.

A submodule S of a module E is closed in E if S C T S E
implies T = S. The following facts are easily verified.

LEMMA 1. Let S be a submodule of a module E.
(a) / / Z(E/S) = (0), S is closed in E.
(b) / / Z(E) = (0), S is closed in E if and only if Z(E/S) = (0).

Proof. See Lemma 2.3 in [8].

DEFINITION 2. A module E has finite (Goldie) dimension if it
contains no infinite direct sum of nonzero submodules. If the module
R has finite dimension we call R a finite dimensional ring and write
dim R is finite.

1* Torsion Free Rings* Over an integral domain the direct
limit of torsion free modules is torsion free. In this section we show
that, in the class of torsion free rings, this property characterizes
the finite dimensional rings. We also give two noetherian-like charac-
terizations of such rings.

We record a theorem of F. Sandomierski [7] for easy reference.

THEOREM S. Let Z(R) = (0), and Q the maximal left quotient
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ring of R[4, p. 106], then the following are equivalent.
(a) QI=Q for every I <^' R.
(b) For I£' R there are au α2, an e I such that Σ R<L% § ' R
(c) For IQ R there are au α2, ane I such that Σ Ra{ £ ' I.
(d) dim R is finite.
(e) Q is a semisimple (artinian) ring.
(f) Ker (R ® Λ E-+Q (g)RE) = Z{E) for every module E.

Sandomierski [7, Th. 2.5, p. 118] noted that if R has finite dimen-
sion the direct sum of torsion free injective modules is injective. If
Z(R) = (0) the converse is also known. In fact, under this assump-
tion, it follows from Teply [10, Th. 2.1, p. 451] that dim R is finite
if and only if any countable direct sum of torsion free injective
modules is injective.

A set S? of submodules of a module is directed if given X, Ye
£f there i s a ^ e y such that X{J Y£ Z. Clearly the union of a
directed set of submodules is a submodule.

We will make use of the following lemma which is an unpublished
remark of M. Teply.

LEMMA 2. Let Z(R) — (0). The union of a directed set of closed
submodules of a torsion free module is a closed submodule if and
only if dim R is finite.

Proof. Assume that dim R is finite then, to show that the con-
dition is necessary, we proceed as in [9, Prop. 2.1 (3)] using Theorem
S(b).

Conversely, let Eu E2, be a countable family of torsion free
injective modules. Then E = 0~= 1 En is a torsion free module so has
a torsion free injective hull I{E). But E can be written as the union
of the chain S1 £ S2 £ of injective (hence closed) submodules of
I(E), where Sn = φ? = 1 E,. Hence E is closed in I{E). But E £ ' I(E)
so E = I(E), i.e., E is injective. By a remark above dim R is finite.

The following useful result is well-known and trivial to prove.

LEMMA 3. Let fge HomR{E, F) where Z{F) = (0).
(1) If f and g agree on a large submodule of E then f = g.
(2) If E is injective, f(E) is a direct summand of F.

THEOREM 1. Let Z(R) = (0). Then the following statements are
equivalent.

(1) dim R is finite.
(2) The direct limit of torsion free modules is torsion free.
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(3) The direct limit of torsion free injective modules is injective.

Proof. (1) implies (2). Let {E,fa} be the direct limit of the
directed system of torsion free modules {Ea;f*, A}. Then E = \JaeA Im
fay so to show E is torsion free it suffices to show Im/α is torsion
free for each aeA. But Im/α = EJKerfa, and Ker fa = \Jb^a Ker
fb

a. Furthermore, for each aeA, {Ker f\ \ b ̂  α, b e A} is a directed
set of submodules of the torsion free module Ea and since Im/* £
£75, Ker/* is closed in £7α. By Lemma 2 Ker/α is closed in Ea and
hence by Lemma l(b) Im/α is torsion free. Hence (1) implies (2).

(2) implies (1). Let {Ca: aeA} be a directed set of closed sub-
modules of a torsion free module E. For α, b e A such that Ca £ C&
define a function fa: E/Ca-+ E/Cb by fa(x + Ca) = x + Cb. Clearly
fb

aeΉ.omR(E/Ca, E/Cb) and one easily checks that {S/Cα; /ί, A} is a
directed system of torsion free modules with direct limit E/\JaeACa.
So from (2) E\ U Cα is torsion free and hence (Lemma l(a)) \}a&ACa

is closed in E. So (1) follows from Lemma 2.
(1) implies (3). Let {E, fa} be the direct limit of a directed

system of torsion free injective modules {Ea; f
b

a, A}. Let / be any
left ideal of R and he HomΛ(I, E). By Theorem S(c) there is a
finitely generated left ideal J of R such that J g ' 7 . From condition
(2) we know that E is torsion free so by Lemma 3(1) we see that an
extension of / ' = f\y. J —> E to all of iϋ will give the desired exten-
sion of /. To see that / ' can be extended to R we proceed as
follows.

Let p : F —> J be an i?-homomorphism of a finitely generated free
module F onto J and identify J with F/Ker p. It follows easily
from Theorem S that F has finite dimension and that any submodule
of F has a finitely generated large submodule. Thus let K be a
finitely generated large submodule of Ker p.

Now fΌp(F) is a finitely generated submodule of E — \JaeA Im
/α so there's an aeA such that f'°p{F) £ Im/ t t. Hence, by the
projectivity of .F, there's an Λ, e ΉomB(F, Ea) such that fa°h = fop.
Then Ẑ (Ker /Όp) £ Ker fa = \Jb^a Ker f\ and since if is finitely
generated h{K) £ Ker /£ for some δ ̂  α, i.e., fb

aoh(K) = (0). There-
fore /α°& induces an i2-homomorphism g from F/Ker p — J into 2£6.
But J&J is injective so g can be extended to g* eΉ.omB(R, Eb). Define
/* from R to £7 by /* = /6°#*. Then /* is an extension of / ' so
the desired extension of / .

(3) implies (1). Clearly (3) implies that any direct sum of torsion
free injective modules is injective. So (1) follows by a previous
remark. This completes the proof.
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As a corollary we give an easy proof of (d) implies (e) in
Theorem S.

COROLLARY. A finite dimensional torsion free ring R has a
semisimple (artinian) maximal left quotient ring Q.

Proof. It suffices to show that every left ideal of Q is a direct
summand of Q (as a Q-module). Since Q is von Neumann regular
any finitely generated left ideal of Q is a direct summand. Hence
any such ideal is left iϋ-injective as Q is. But Z(BQ) = (0) and it
follows, via a direct limit argument and Theorem 1(3), that any
left ideal of Q is i?-injective, hence Q-injective. Thus any left ideal
of Q is a direct summand.

B. Maddox [5] calls a module M absolutely pure if for every
module E containing M as a submodule the sequence 0—>G®M—»
G (x) E is exact for every right iϋ-module G. He showed that any
direct sum of absolutely pure modules is absolutely pure. C. Megibben
[6, Th. 3, p, 564] characterized left noetherian rings by the property
"each absolutely pure module is injective." This result was also
obtained indepently by Edgar Enochs.

We have a corresponding characterization of finite dimensionality
in the class of torsion free rings.

THEOREM 2. Let Z(R) = (0). Then dim R is finite if and only
if each absolutely pure torsion free module is injective.

Proof. Assume that dim R is finite, and let E be an absolutely
pure torsion free module and / an i?-homomorphism of a left ideal
/ of R into E. Let J be a finitely generated left ideal of R such
that J <ΞΞ' I. As remarked above it suffices to extend /', the restric-
tion of / to J, to all of R. But this can be done by [6, Cor. 2,
p. 562].

Conversely, it suffices to show that the direct sum of torsion free
injective modules is injective. But any such sum is torsion free and
absolutely pure, hence injective.

2* Torsion free covers. The main result of this section (Theorem 3)
gives a converse to [9, Th. 2.4, p. 459], in a special case. We begin
with a definition.

DEFINITION 3. A torsion free cover of a module E is a homo-
morphism g from a torsion free module T(E) onto E such that:

(1) Ker g contains no nonzero closed submodule of T(E),
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(2) given feΉ.omR(F,E) where F is torsion free there is an
heRomR(E, T{E)) such that goh = f.

This definition was given initially for modules over an integral
domain by E. Enochs [3] who proved that, in this case, every module
has a unique (up to isomorphism) torsion free covering module. B.
Banaschewski [1, p. 59] gave the following construction for the cover
of a module E over an integral domain R with quotient field K:
T(E) = {/ e BomB(K, I(E)) |/(I) e E}; g{f) = /(I).

M. Teply [8, p. 449] generalized the notion of a torsion free
cover to a hereditary torsion theory (^\ &~) [2] of 22-modules. He
proved that each module has a ^torsion free cover if R e J^ and
the direct sum of ^torsion free injective modules is injective.

The Goldie torsion theory (2^, J^~) is the torsion theory whose
torsion class 3^ is generated by all factor modules B/A where A is
a large submodule of B. The Goldie torsion free class ^ is precisely
the class of torsion free modules given by Definition 1. Teply's
result shows that Sf-torsion free covers exist if Z(R) — (0) and dim
R is finite. We prove the converse and show that Banaschewski's
construction has an obvious analogy in this case.

THEOREM 3. Let R be a ring with identity and maximal left
quotient ring Q. If every left R-module has a torsion free cover
then Z{R) = (0) and dim R is finite. Moreover , the evaluation map
from T(E) = ifeΈLomB(Q,I(E))\f(l)eE} onto E is a torsion free
cover of E.

Proof. Let (0) -> Ker g -* T{R) —̂ -> R -* (0) be a torsion free
cover of the module R. Since R is protective this sequence splits
and hence Ker g is closed in T{R). Then Ker# = (0) as g is a cover
of R so R = T{R) e J^, i.e., Z{R) = (0).

To show that dim R is finite it suffices, by Theorem S, to show
that Q is a semisimple ring. But, since Z{R) — (0), Q is von Neu-
mann regular so it suffices to show that Q is a finite dimensional
ring. If not, there is an infinite set of nonzero elements {»<: iel}
of Q such that the sum B = X Qx{ is direct and a proper large left
ideal of Q. Then Q/B Φ (0) has a torsion free cover (as an iϋ-module),
say g:F->Q/B.

Since Z(RQ) = (0) the natural jR-homomorphism p : Q —•> Q/B fac-
tors thru g, i.e., there exist heHomB(Q, F) such that goh = p. Then
h(B) s Ker g and p Φ 0 implies h Φ 0 so by Lemma 3(1) h(B) Φ (0) -
we must note that B is a large i?-submodule of Q. Then h{Qxά) Φ
(0) for some index j e I. By Lemma 3(2) h(Qx5) is a direct summand
of F. Thus we have a nonzero closed submodule of F contained in
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Kerg. This gives a contradiction so Q is a finite dimensional ring,
hence semisimple.

Since Q is a semisimple ring it follows that any Q-module is tor-
sion free when considered as an ϋJ-module. Hence any JS-submodule
of such a module is a torsion free jβ-module. Conversely, it follows
from Theorem S(f) that any torsion free iϋ-module is an J?-submodule
of a Q-module (i.e., is Q-extendible in Banaschewski's terminology).
Banaschewski [1, p. 63] established the existence of Q-extendible co-
verings.

Note that if qί9 q2, ., qn e Q, and / l f /2, , Λ e T(E) = {f e KomR(Q,
I(E))\f(l)eE} are such that Σ ?*/< = 0 e HomΛ(Q, !(#)) then the
large left ideal I = {r e R \ r q{ e R for all i) annihilates Σ Q% Θ ft i n

Q <g)Λ T(E). Thus Σ ( ? ί ® fiSZ(Q®BT(E)) = (0). This shows that
the .β-homomorphism Q (g)Λ T(E) -> Ή.omR(Q, I{E)) given by the Q-
module structure of Homi2(Q, /(J?)) is one-to-one. Therefore by [1,
Prop. 3, p. 64] the evaluation map from T(E) onto E is a torsion free
cover of E. This completes the proof.

REMARK. This theorem shows that "torsion free" covers do not
exist for the ring mentioned by Banaschewski [1, p. 66], that is, the
ring of all functions on a set X with values in a field which are
constant except on some finite set. Since Z(R) = (0) the "torsion
free" he is using agrees with our torsion free and covers do not
exist.

This paper constitutes a portion of the author's doctoral disserta-
tion at the University of Kentucky. The author is deeply indebted
to Professor Edgar Enochs, his advisor, for his generous advice and
encouragement.
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